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The first sign of it would be the drone of engines high above
the reach of anti-aircraft guns     There would be a flight of
bombers, thousands of them     They would drop explosive
and incendiary bombs which would spread a devouring flame
extremely rapid in its advance from street to street    Pans—
or Berlin—could be reduced to dust and cinders in a few hours
The people would rush down to their cellars and a new gas
would follow them down, burning off their clothes, burning
through their masks, if they had any, burning up their lungs
It would be mainly a war from the air, said this knowledgeable
young man    The hostile air fleets would try to dodge each
other, try to get a surprise attack    Of course Germany wasn't
ready yet    Perhaps in two years—at most in five years
"Those poisonous politicians !" said Armand, speaking
aloud again "May they be mutilated first * May they be
choked first ' May they be first to he with their bowels torn
out»"
He was angry In his soul he cursed the men who governed
the nations of Europe
They had done nothing to lead human intelligence to a
higher plane They had done everything to drag it dowjdt
to the level of the cave-man mind They had worshipped
the old tribal fetishes They had stirred up old tribal hatreds
They had looked out upon a new and changing world wth,
medieval minds—the minds of robber barons and nval
dave-traders
Ail these little nations created out of the ruin of old Empires
had barricaded themselves behind high ramparts of oaticmd
egotism, recruiting their little armies, drilling their peasants,
rummg themselves to buy arms and armaments    Tlie Bea*#
Treaties had been the battle-plans for the next \var    There
had been no vision of a cleaner and nobler phase of dvSbzatttHi
based upon international justice and a common cfcde of law,
France was guilty of this reaction ux Germany   Rcwpsarl
had created Hitler    The adventure m the Ruhr had Tx$$
a call to German vengeance    He had seen the Satrei H

